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S O L U T I O N S

Hurricane Protection Manufacturer Takes Control of
Workforce Management
Background
Centerline Corporation, serving the Virgin Islands for nearly 50 years with their
innovative aluminum products for hurricane weather has sought out Amano for a
turn-key time solution after their antiquated time clock stopped functioning properly.
As with any business, time is an important factor when dealing with payroll and
workforce management. To that end, Centerline needed a reliable, accurate and
easy to use time clock system to help manage their payroll.

Centerline Requirements
The initial goal was to purchase an electronic time clock to record employees’ time.
After researching several time clocks, Robin Becker decided to upgrade to a time
and attendance tracking system. “Centerline needs a time tracking system that will
enable us to track employees’ time more accurately, efficiently and eliminate manual
calculation. In addition, this time tracking system has to interface with our
QuickBooks payroll application, Becker explains.”

The Amano Solution
“Time Guardian® is the efficient way to
manage your payroll.”

After careful consideration, Becker decided the Time Guardian® automated
time clock system was the optimal choice for Centerline’s workforce management.
Time Guardian® provided the integration with QuickBooks Becker needed to eliminate
payroll errors, reduce payroll management and eliminate costly time cards. This easy
to use time clock system also enabled Centerline to automate the collection,
calculation and preparation of employee time data.

The Benefits

Robin Becker,
Accounting Supervisor
Centerline Corporation

Since Centerline Corporation installed Time Guardian®, Becker has been completely
satisfied with the progress in payroll management. Time Guardian gave Centerline
the flexibility to track employees’ time weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly or monthly
pay periods with the use of a key pad or magnetic swipe card. It automatically totaled
employees’ hours, performed data polling and time synchronization. Time Guardian®
also provided Centerline with numerous activity reports and unlimited number of
departments, pay policies, schedules and holidays assignments. “No more keeping
track of time sheets and adding up employees’ hours was a huge bonus for Centerline,
explains Becker.”
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AT A GLANCE:
Customer: Centerline
Location: St.Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
Industry: Manufacturing
Business Challenge:

Centerline Corporation, a manufacturer of hurricane
protection windows and shutters needed an
automated time clock system that would track
time accurately and efficiently. This employee
tracking system had to seamlessly interface
with QuickBooks payroll application.
Solution:

QuickBooks and Time Guardian Complete
Automated Time Clock System
Results:

Another bonus was the fact that Time Guardian® interfaced with
QuickBooks. After many years in the payroll industry, Becker grew tired of
manually inputting the employees hours in QuickBooks. With the touch of
one single button, it was quick and easy for Becker to synchronize her
employees’ data with QuickBooks payroll. “Time Guardian® and QuickBooks
saved me time by eliminating time sheets, numerous data entries and manual calculation. It also gave me the flexibility to focus my attention on other
profit activities, says Becker.”
Becker was also enthusiastic about the technical support Centerline received
during the installation of Time Guardian. “Amano’s technical support team
was very helpful and knowledgeable. They generally walked me through the
entire installation, making certain any technical issues were resolved.”
“I’ve been in the payroll industry for many years, and sooner or later you are
going to need a time solution. If you want a good one, call Amano.”

Together QuickBooks and Time Guardian®
enabled Centerline Corporation to:
•

Automate the collection, calculation and
preparation of employee time data

•

Eliminate manual calculation errors

•

Reduce time spent on preparing time sheets

•

Track and report wages

For more information visit us on the website:
Amano Cincinnati, Inc.
www.amano.com/time
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